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Abstract: When trying to solve quanti ed constraints (i.e., rst-order formulas over
the real numbers) exactly, one faces the following problems: First, constants coming from measurements are often only approximately given. Second, solving such constraints is in general undecidable and for special cases highly complex. Third, exact
solutions are often extremely complicated symbolic expressions. In this paper we study
how to do approximate computation instead | working on approximate inputs and producing approximate output. For this we show how quanti ed constraints can be viewed
as expressions in heterogeneous algebra and study how to do uncertainty propagation
there. Since set theory is a very fundamental approach for representing uncertainty, also
here we represent uncertainty by sets. Our considerations result in a general framework
for approximate computation that can be applied in various di erent domains.
Key Words: Constraints, uncertainty, interval computation, computational logic
Category: I.2.4, I.2.3, F.4.1

1 Introduction
Let a quanti ed constraint be a rst-order formula over the real numbers. This
means that it contains quanti ers (9, 8), connectives (^, _, :), predicate symbols (e.g., =, <, ), function symbols (e.g., +, , , sin, exp), rational constants
and variables ranging over real numbers. When trying to solve such constraints
exactly, one hits upon the following problems: First, the constants occurring
in constraints often come from measurements, and are therefore only approximately given. Second, the problem is in general undecidable (reducible to solving
Diophantine equations) and for special cases (e.g., the decidable sub-theory of
real-closed elds [dW93, Col75, Mis93, Hon92]) highly complex [DH88, Wei88,
Ren92]. Third, exact solutions are often extremely complicated symbolic expressions that need further numeric processing to be useful.
In order to avoid these problems, in this paper we show how uncertain information can be propagated from approximate input, through approximate computation, to approximate output. This allows us to deal with approximately given
input constants, to achieve eÆciency by computing approximate results only,
and to choose an approximation of the output that has a simple representation.
Set theory is one of the oldest methods for dealing with uncertainty: Given
a set A, the formulation \for any a in A" can be found in almost every scienti c
book So we use set theory here, also. The basic idea is, that we can approximate
an exact object a by a set a containing a. The smaller the set a is, the smaller
the uncertainty about a is. When we want to compute the result of applying
some mapping F on a, we apply F to the set a instead, to get the set of all
possible results.
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For using this scheme in approximate quanti ed constraint solving we associate with each constraint a function F such that for a certain a, F (a) is the
exact solution set of the constraint. Then we approximate a by a set a to do
approximate computation.
We nd this function F by showing that quanti ed constraints correspond
to expressions in a heterogeneous algebra in which all the symbols occuring in
constraints, except variables, act as function symbols. So we reduce approximate
quanti ed constraint solving to uncertainty propagation in this algebra. Since
heterogeneous algebras are very common in computer science (in the form of
abstract data types), we develop a general method for propagating uncertainty
represented by sets in heterogeneous algebras. To this end we introduce the notion of heterogeneous power algebra and prove various properties showing the
usefulness of such power algebras for approximate computation in general. Furthermore we identify the dependency problem as a crucial object of study for
implementing eÆcient approximation algorithms.
The contribution of this paper is a novel combination of ideas from various elds (uncertain reasoning in arti cial intelligence, logic, universal algebra,
interval mathematics, many-valued logic and others) and their application to
quanti ed constraint solving. Thus our work is inherently interdisciplinary and
gives a clari cation of the interplay of these areas [Hoa96, HJ98]. See Section 8
for details on related work.
The structure of the paper is as follows: In Section 2, we discuss how quanti ed constraint solving gives rise to uncertainty propagation. In Section 3, we
show how quanti ed constraints can be viewed as expressions in a heterogeneous algebra. In Section 4, we show how to propagate uncertainty over single
mappings. In Section 5, we extend this to uncertainty propagation over expressions in heterogeneous algebra. In Section 6, we study intervals as a special
representation of the occurring sets. In Section 7, we apply the results to quanti ed constraint solving. In Section 8, we discuss related work, and in Section
9, we draw nal conclusions. Throughout the paper, boldface denotes sets that
approximate single objects and B denotes the set containing the Boolean values T and F . Furthermore we allow multi-ary function composition such that
(f Æ (g1 ; : : : ; gn ))(a) = f (g1 (a); : : : ; g1 (a)).

2 Approximate Quanti ed Constraint Solving
In this section we discuss informally how quanti ed constraint solving gives rise
to uncertainty propagation, and we ll out the formal details in the following
sections. A quanti ed constraint is a rst-order formula over the reals. So it
contains quanti ers (9, 8), connectives (^, _, :), predicate symbols (e.g., =, <,
), function symbols (e.g., +, , , sin, exp), rational constants and variables
ranging over real numbers. We want to solve such constraints, where \solving"
means to nd the truth value of a closed formula and to nd a simple representation of the solution set of an open formula (we will not formalize the notion
of \simple" here | informally it means that such a representation should make
it is easy to see whether a given element is in the solution set or not).
Here we want to propagate uncertainty for various reasons: First, the constants very often come from measurements, and are thus not exact. Second, the
exact problem is in general not decidable, or | for special sub-theories | only
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decidable with extremely high complexity [Tar51, Col75, CH91, DH88, Wei88,
Ren92]. Third, the outputs of known exact methods are often extremely complicated symbolic expressions, that are not always helpful in practice.
Here the rst problem produces input uncertainty. For solving the second
and third problem, we introduce additional uncertainty by replacing the objects
in constraints that introduce complexity by sets that contain them. The bigger
these sets are allowed to be, the more choices we have for representing them in a
simple way, and the easier we can do eÆcient computation that produces simple
output.
The objects that introduce complexity in constraints are represented by the
variables. Consider the example 8x [x2  0]. One could view the variable x
as a place-holder for real values. However, since x occurs quanti ed, the truth
value of the whole constraint depends on in nitely many di erent values for x.
So we view the n variables in a constraint as functions did
1 ; : : : ; did
n such that
id
di (p1 ; : : : ; pn ) = pi (the identity term functions ), where pi represents the value
assigned to the i-th variable.
We approximate these objects by sets that contain them. In the following
sections we will show show to propagate the resulting uncertainty according to
the following plan:
1. Assign to each constraint  in n variables a mapping [ ] that takes n functions in R n ! R , such that [ ] (did
n ) is the same as the logical mean1 ; : : : ; did
ing of .
2. Extend this mapping to sets of functions.
Then we can apply this mapping to sets that contain the identity term functions, to get approximate results. This allows incremental approximate computation, using the following scheme:
id
{ Let did
1 ; : : : ; dn be sets containing the i-th identity term function, respec-

tively.

id
{ While the uncertainty of [ ] (did
1 ; : : : ; dn ) is too high, remove elements from
id (except the identity term functions).
did
;
:
:
:
;
d
1
n

Since this scheme starts with an approximation of high uncertainty that it
improves incrementally, it is tunable in the sense, that a user can decide on
the trade-o between eÆciency and precision, either by xing one of the two
beforehand, or by interrupting during computation [BCK97].

3 Quanti ed Constraints As Expressions in a Heterogeneous
Algebra
In this section we de ne the mapping [ ] by showing how quanti ed constraints
can be viewed as expressions in a heterogeneous algebra. For this we x an
ordered set of variables V. The order on V allows us to speak of the i-th variable
in a subset of V. Now recall [SB81, EM85]:

De nition 1. A heterogeneous algebra consists of countably many sets (A ) 2N
(the sorts ), function symbols with signatures of the form A 1      A ! A ,
i i

i

in

and an interpretation IA that assigns according mappings to these symbols.

j
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Since we only deal with heterogeneous algebras in this paper we now drop
the word \heterogeneous" and just speak of algebras. Given an algebra A , one
can build expressions from function symbols and variables in the usual way such
that the signatures t. We say that an expression is free i every variable occurs
at most once. We denote the meaning of an expression e by [ e] A ;V . This is a
mapping A i1      A ij j ! A j , de ned as follows:
V

[ f (e1 ; : : : ; ek )]]A ;V := IA (f ) Æ ([[e1 ] A ;V ; : : : ; [ ek ] A ;V );

and
[ v ] A ;V (a1 ; : : : ; ajV j ) := ai ;
where v is the i-th variable in V . By using this variable-set argument instead of
explicitly writing down a variable assignment, as commonly used in logic [EFT84]
and universal algebra, we can use function application in the usual form. In the
following we sometimes use the abbreviation [ e] A for [ e] A ;V , where V is the set
of variables in e.
Now we show how quanti ed constraints can be viewed as expressions in such
an algebra such that the meaning associated to a constraint by this algebra is
equal to its logical meaning. We have the following sorts:

! B that
return T if an element is in the solution set and F if it is not in the solution
set.
{ The functions denoted by terms (n-dimensional term functions ), which we
model by functions R n ! R .
{ The n-dimensional solution sets, which we model by functions R

n

Let D Bn denote the n-dimensional solution sets, and let D R
denote the nn
dimensional term functions. Now we view all the symbols occurring in constraints, except variables, as function symbols, and de ne an interpretation ID
that assigns mappings to these function symbols.
Let us rst look at examples: The mapping corresponding to conjunction
takes two solution sets and produces a solution set. A representation of its application to certain inputs can be seen in gure 1. In a similar way, the mapping
corresponding to addition takes two term functions and produces a term function. A representation of its application to certain inputs can be seen in gure 2.
As another example, the mapping corresponding to existential quanti cation
takes a solution set and produces a solution set. A representation of its application to a certain input can be seen in gure 3. Here one can already see that, for
simplicity reasons, we model quanti cation in such a way that it does not change
the dimension of solution set, but only makes it independent of the quanti ed
variable.
Let us formalize this. We assign the following signatures to the symbols:

Constants: D R
Function symbols (e.g., +, , sin): D R      D R
Predicates (e.g., =, <, ): D R  : : : D R ! D B
Connective :: D B ! D B
n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

!DR
n
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T

Figure 1: Mapping of Conjunction

!

;

ID (+)

=

Figure 2: Mapping of Addition

Connectives _ and ^: D B  D B
Quanti ers 8 and 9: D B ! D B
n

n

n

!DB

n

n

Again notice that we de ned all these signatures on n-dimensional solution
sets and term functions, although some of the according variables might occur
bound in a constraint. In this case the resulting solution sets and term functions
will be independent of these variables. In the extreme case of a constraint with
no free variables, the result will be either a function that is true everywhere, or
false everywhere.
Let us denote by IR the usual assignment of functions to function symbols,
and predicates to predicate symbols, and by IB the usual assignment of Boolean
functions to logical connectives. Now we can de ne the function ID that assigns
the desired mappings to individual symbols.

{ For constants c, p 2 R , ID (c)(p) = c
{ For k-ary function and predicate symbols f (e.g., +, sin, ), d1 ; : : : ; d
ID (f )(d1 ; : : : ; d ) = IR (f ) Æ (d1 ; : : : ; d )
{ For k-ary connectives f (e.g., :, ^), d1 ; : : : ; d 2 D B ,
ID (f )(d1 ; : : : ; d ) = IB (f ) Æ (d1 ; : : : ; d )
{ For the quanti er 8x , d 2 D B , and (p1 ; : : : ; p ) 2 R ,
ID (8x )(d)(p1 ; : : : ; p ; : : : ; p ) =
T if for all q 2 R , d(p1 ; : : : ; p 1 ; q; p +1 ; : : : ; p ) = T ,
n

k

k

k

k

k

i

i

F otherwise.

n

n

n

i

n

n

i

i

n

k

2 D R,
n
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Figure 3: Mapping of Existential Quanti cation

{ For the quanti er 9x , d 2 D B , and (p1 ; : : : ; p ) 2 R ,
ID (9x )(d)(p1 ; : : : ; p ; : : : ; p ) =
T if there is a q 2 R s.t. d(p1 ; : : : ; p 1 ; q; p +1 ; : : : ; p ) = T ,
i

i

F otherwise.

n

n

i

n

n

i

i

n

This nishes the de nition of the algebra D . It is easy to prove that, for any
constraint  in n variables, [ ] D (did
) is the same solution set (truth
1 ; : : : ; did
n
value) as provided by the usual rst-order semantics of constraints (see appendix).

4 Uncertainty Propagation Over Mappings
In the following we show how mappings can be extended to sets and study some
properties of the result that are needed to study correctness, termination and
eÆciency of incremental approximate computation. All the notions introduced
in this section are straightforward generalizations of corresponding notions in
interval mathematics [Kea96, Moo66, Neu90, Sta96]. In the following we use the
convention that the operations 2,  and  can be used on tuples of sets in the
obvious componentwise way, and similarly on mappings on sets, for example:

De nition 2. For mappings f : }(A 1 )     }(A ) ! }(A 0 ) and g : }(A 1 ) 
    }(A ) ! }(A 0 ), f  g i for all a 2 }(A 1 )      }(A ), f (a)  g(a). In
this case we say that f is tighter than g.
n

n

n

Now we assume that the arguments to a mapping are not exactly known, but
only known to be elements of a certain set. So, corresponding to the mapping, we
need an according mapping on sets that propagates this information correctly.

De nition 3. Given mappings f : A 1      A ! A 0 and g : }(A 1 )     
}(A ) ! }(A 0 ), g is an enclosure of f i for all a 2 }(A 1 )      }(A ), for all
b 2 a, f (b) 2 g(a).
n

n

n

In other words, enclosures overestimate the range of a mapping on the argument sets (i.e., g(a)  ff (b)jb 2 ag).
Sometimes we require mappings to propagate precise data (i.e., sets with just
one element) without loss of information:
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De nition 4. Given mappings f : A 1      A ! A 0 and g : }(A 1 )     
}(A ) ! }(A 0 ), g is point-preserving of f i for all a 2 A 1      A , g(fag) =
n

ff (a)g.
n

n

Usually we want that more certainty in the input to a mapping results in
more certainty in the output:

De nition 5. A mapping f : }(A 1 )    }(A ) ! }(A 0 ) is inclusion monotone
i for all sets a; b 2 }(A 1 )      }(A ) s.t. a  b, f (a)  f (b).
Lemma 6. Let f : A 1      A ! A 0 and g : }(A 1 )      }(A ) ! }(A 0 ). If
g is inclusion-monotone and point-preserving of f , then it is an enclosure of f .
n

n

n

n

Proof. We only have to prove that g is an enclosure of f , which means that for
all a 2 }(A 1 )      }(A ), for all b 2 a, f (b) 2 g(a).
Let a 2 }(A 1 )      }(A ) and b 2 a arbitrary but xed. We have to prove
that f (b) 2 g(a). Since g is point-preserving of f , we have: g(fbg) = ff (b)g.
Since g is inclusion-monotone and a  fbg, g(a)  g(fbg) = ff (b)g. Thus f (b)
is a member of g(a).
ut
n

n

Of course the converse of lemma 6 is not the case. The best possible enclosure
of a mapping is de ned as follows:

De nition 7. For every mapping f : A 1      A ! A 0 , and for all a1
}(A 1 ); : : : ; an 2 }(A ),
Ext(f )(a1 ; : : : ; an ) := ff (b1; : : : ; b )jb1 2 a1 ; : : : ; b 2 an g
We call Ext(f ) the tight extension of f .
n

2

n

n

n

It can be easily checked that this mapping is an enclosure and point-preserving
of f . Furthermore it is inclusion-monotone.

5 Power Algebras
In the last section we have shown how to extend arbitrary mapping to sets. But
applying this to the mapping [ ] D is a very hard task in general. Fortunately we
can solve this problem by using our interpretation of constraints as expressions in
the algebra D . In this algebra the symbols occurring in constraints are interpreted
as simple mappings, and the complicated mapping [ ] D is composed from these
simple mapping. Thus, instead of composing these mappings and then extending
the result to sets, we rst extend the simple mappings to sets, and then compose
the result. For this we introduce, for any algebra A , according algebras over the
power sets of the sorts of A :

De nition 8. Given an algebra A , a power algebra A  of A consists of the sorts
(}(A )) 2N , and the same function symbols, where any set A in the signature
i

i

of a function symbol is changed to }(A i ).

i

We can now adapt the de nitions of enclosure, point-preserving and inclusionmonotone analogously to power algebras:
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De nition 9. Given an algebra A and a power algebra A  of A , A  is pointpreserving/an enclosure of A i for every expression e, [ e] A  is point-preserving/
an enclosure of [ e] A . It is inclusion-monotone i for every expression e, [ e] A 
is inclusion-monotone.

Now we show that these properties can be ensured by assigning appropriate
mappings to the function symbols of the power algebra A  (i.e., by proving that
properties on the left-hand side of gure 4 propagate to the right-hand side). All
these theorems are generalizations of corresponding theorems that can be found
in any textbook on interval arithmetic (e.g., [Moo66, Neu90]). The following
lemma can be easily proven by induction over the structure of expressions.

IA (f )
O



IA (f )

compose expressions /
[ e] A 
O

compose expressions


/ [ e] A

Figure 4: Power algebra properties

Lemma 10. Given an algebra A , a power algebra A  of A is point-preserving/an
enclosure of A i for all function symbols f , IA  (f ) is point-preserving/an enclosure of IA (f ). It is inclusion-monotone i all function symbols f , IA  (f ) is
inclusion-monotone
For an algebra A , we call the power algebra that assigns Ext(f ) to every
function symbol f , tight power algebra and denote it by A Ext . But, unfortunately,
the tight power algebra looses information, because not for every expression e,
[ e] A Ext = Ext([[e] A ). This can be illustrated using the following example: Take
the expression x ^ :x over the Booleans, where x can be either true or false.
Then the extensions of the mapping denoted by x ^ :x contains just false, but
computation in the tight power algebra gives a set containing both true and false
(fT; F g ^ :fT; F g = fT; F g ^ fT; F g = fT; F g). So, if we specialize the power
algebra A  in diagram 4 to A Ext , then the property of being the tight extension
does not propagate from the left-hand to the right-hand side.
The reason for this is, that power algebras do not take into account the fact,
that variables in expressions can be the same (i.e., they depend on each other).
Just like in interval mathematics, we call this problem dependency problem.
Fortunately this problem occurs only in expressions that are not free.

Lemma 11. Let f : A 1      A

k

! A 0 , and let e1 ; : : : ; e

k

be expressions such
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that they do not have any variable in common. Then, for a properly typed a,

Ext(f )(Ext([[e1 ] A )(a); : : : ; Ext([[e ] A )(a)) =
Ext(f Æ ([[e1 ] A ; : : : ; [ e ] A ))(a)
Proof. Since e1 ; : : : ; e do not have any variable in common, each e depends on
k

;V

;V

k

;V

k

;V

i

a di erent set of variables. So the possible argument tuples to f are exactly the
same, independent of whether we evaluate the e1 ; : : : ; ek on sets separately, or
in parallel:

f(b1 ; : : : ; b )jb1 2 Ext([[e1 ] A
k

;V

)(a); : : : ; bk 2 Ext([[ek ] A ;V )(a)g =
f([[e1 ] A ;V (a); : : : ; [ ek ] A ;V (a))ja 2 ag

And thus:

Ext(f )(Ext([[e1 ] A )(a); : : : ; Ext([[e ] A )(a)) =
ff (b1; : : : ; b )jb1 2 Ext([[e1 ] A )(a); : : : ; b 2 Ext([[e ] A )(a)g =
ff ([[e1 ] A (a); : : : ; [ e ] A (a))ja 2 ag =
Ext(f Æ ([[e1 ] A ; : : : ; [ e ] A ))(a)
k

;V

k

;V

k

;V

;V

k

k

;V

;V

;V

k

;V

ut

By induction over the structure of expressions we get:
Theorem 12. For free expressions e,
[ e] A Ext = Ext([[e] A ):

De nition 13. Two expressions e1 and e2 are equivalent i [ e1 ] A = [ e2 ] A .

We know that, in general, computation in A Ext can lose information for
non-free expressions. But it can happen that there is an equivalent expression
that yields a tighter evaluation, or even an equivalent expression that has no
dependency problem at all:
De nition 14. An expression e is information preserving i
[ e] A Ext = Ext([[e] A ):
Of course, given an expression e, we are interested in nding an equivalent
but information-preserving expression. If there is no such information-preserving
expression, then we would at least like to nd expressions where the dependency
problem is as small as possible, or at least expressions where it is as small as
possible for a certain certain class of input sets.
In quanti ed constraint solving the dependency problem has only been addressed for sub-theories up to now: The case of the real numbers with function
symbols such as +, ,  is an important question in the area of interval mathematics (see e.g., [Kea96, Moo66, Sta96], or [Cap79] for symbolic transformations
of expressions to reduce the dependency problem, or [ACS94, Han75] for special representations of intervals to deal with the problem). For the case of the
Boolean values with negation, conjunction and disjunction (this corresponds to
a many-valued logic [Bel77]) we have developed a new algorithm for computing
information-preserving expressions. This will be reported elsewhere.
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6 Representing Power Algebras by Intervals
Of course the representation of arbitrary power sets of the sorts of a domain A
is in general an even harder problem than representing single elements. Thus we
choose special sets that are easily representable and round [Alb80, KM80, KM81]
other sets. We use rounding operators Ri : }(A i ) ! A 0i , for which:

{ for all a 2 }(A ), a  R (a) (rounding increases uncertainty)
{ for all a 2 }(A ), R (R (a)) = R (a) (do not round elements that are already
i

rounded)
{ for all a; b
monotone)

i

i

i

2 }(A

i

i

), a

i

 b implies R (a)  R (b) (rounding is inclusion
i

i

Given a power algebra A  and rounding operators Ri we can then construct
a new power algebra A 0 in which for all function symbols f with signature
}(A i1 )      }(A i ) ! }(A j ), for all a 2 }(A i1 )      }(A i ), IA 0 (f )(a) =
Rj (IA  (f )(a)). In this case we say that A 0 is the approximation of A  implied
by the Ri . Then we can restrict ourselves to rounded sets for computation.
If we have a (partial) order  on the A i then we can choose the set of
intervals [a; a] := fx j a  x  ag with endpoints in A i [ f 1; 1g as such a
representation. This is a quite simple, and thus eÆcient notation for denoting
sets [NN97]. So we also use them for building power algebras. Here we require
that in A i the biggest lower bound and smallest upper bound is de ned for any
set (in this case the A i are complete lattices). Now we can do rounding by taking
the smallest superset that is an interval. For any set a we will denote this by
Encl(a). It can be easily checked that Encl is a rounding operator. Now we can
de ne the tightest possible extension up to rounding by Encl.
n

De nition 15. For every mapping f :
}(A 1 ); : : : ; an 2 }(A ),

n

A

1

   A !
n

A 0,

for all a1

2

n

ExtI(f )(a1 ; : : : ; an ) := Encl(Ext(f )(a1 ; : : : ; an ))
We call ExtI(f ) the tight interval extension of f
For certain mappings f , ExtI(f ) and Ext(f ) coincide, for example over the
reals if f is continuous (see [Kos98] for a discussion of a similar question from
the algebraic point of view). Otherwise ExtI(f ) overestimates Ext(f ), but is
still point-preserving, and an enclosure of f , and also inclusion-monotone.
For any algebra A we can use the approximation of A Ext implied by Encl,
which we denote by A ExtI . By lemma 10, A ExtI is again point-preserving, and
an enclosure of A , and inclusion-monotone. But the analogous version of theorem 12, that for free expressions e, [ e] A ExtI = ExtI([[e] A ) does not hold.
This can be seen on the following example: Let f be such that f (x) = 1 if
x < 0, and f (x) = 1 otherwise. Let g be such that g (x) = 1 if x = 0, and
g (x) = 0 otherwise. Then Encl(g (f ([ 1; 1]))) = Encl(g (f 1; 1g)) = [0; 0], but
Encl(g (Encl(f ([ 1; 1])))) = [0; 1].
But in the case where, for all mappings f , ExtI(f ) and Ext(f ) coincide,
no information is lost by switching to intervals, and for free expressions e, even
[ e] A ExtI = Ext([[e] A ).
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In domains with in nite sorts we often do not want to allow arbitrary elements of such a sort to form interval endpoints but only a nite subset. For
example over R one often just allows oating point values F . In this case instead
of rounding to the smallest interval superset, one does rounding to the smallest
interval superset with endpoints in the chosen subset of the sort (e.g., oating
point endpoints).

7 Application to Quanti ed Constraint Solving
We use the algebra D , as described in section 3, as a starting point and approximate it by the tight power algebra D Ext . Here it is easy to deal with approximate
constants. As shown in section 3, in D they are 0-ary function symbols with signature D R
that are interpreted as constant functions. So we can simply assign
n
the according set of constant functions to this function symbol in the power
algebra.
Provided that all constants are exact, by lemma 10, D Ext is point-preserving,
id
so [ ] D Ext (fdid
1 g; : : : ; fdn g) yields the (exact) solution set of . Furthermore
Ext
id
id
id
D
is an enclosure of D , so [ ] D Ext (did
1 ; : : : ; dn ), where d1 ; : : : ; dn are approximations of the identity term functions, yields an approximation of the exact solution set of . Moreover [ ] D Ext is inclusion-monotone, so we can imid
prove the approximation [ ] D Ext (did
1 ; : : : ; dn ) by improving the approximations
id
id
d1 ; : : : ; dn .
These properties allow us to apply the incremental approximation scheme
from the end of section 2. Since D Ext is an enclosure of D , the method yields a
correct result, if it terminates. Since D Ext is inclusion-monotone, it gets nearer
to the correct result in each turn of the loop. However, the method still does not
necessarily terminate. The problem is that, even if the size of the argument sets
tends to the one-elementary set and all constants are exact, the size of the result
set does not necessarily tend to a one-elementary set. The reason for this lies in
the quanti ers, and does not occur for constraint without quanti ers. In order
to make the method always terminate on constraints with quanti ers, also, one
needs to replace the classical quanti ers by di erent, approximate quanti ers.
For lack of space, we cannot give a detailed description of the semantics of
approximate quanti ers here (see [Rat00c]), but only an informal one: The rst
step for their introduction is, to allow quanti ers with a positive real annotation
q , with the intuitive meaning that a constraint 9q x (x) is true i the volume
of the solution set of  is greater than q . Also these quanti ers cannot assure
the termination of the method. But this changes if we allow quanti ers to be
annotated with an interval [q; q ], where q < q , with the intuitive meaning that the
true annotation can be somewhere within this interval. This allows an algorithm
to choose the most suitable value between q and q and we don't care which one.
This means that if the quanti ed solution set is greater than q the result is T ,
if the quanti ed solution set is smaller or equal q the result is F , and otherwise
the result is allowed to be any of T or F (see gure 5). A formal de nition of the
semantics and properties of approximate quanti ers requires considerably more
e ort [Rat00c].
The question remains, how to represent subsets of D B1 ; D B2 ; : : : and subsets
R
of D R
1 ; D 2 ; : : : on computers (i.e., how to represent the power algebra D Ext ). Of
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q

q

size of solution set of



Figure 5: Approximate Quanti ers

course there are many possibilities for this. Here we describe one that has been
a successfully starting point for our implementation [Rat00a].
As proposed in section 6, we use interval representation. We take the usual
order on the real numbers and the order F < T on the Booleans and extend
R
it element-wise to all elements of the sorts D B1 ; D B2 ; : : : and D R
1 ; D 2 ; : : : . This
ExtI
enables us to compute in D
by using interval representation [p; p] for subsets
of the sorts, where the bounds p and p are functions R n ! R and R n ! B .
We need a representation of the bounds of these intervals, for which [ ] D ExtI
is easy to compute. It can be easily shown that, if the inputs to computations in
D ExtI are intervals of functions in which [p(a); p(a)] is constant on boxes (i.e.,
Cartesian products of intervals) then all computation results also have this form.
So we can represent all functions by sets of pairs that consist of a real box plus
a Boolean or real interval.
See gure 6 for an example of uncertainty propagation using this representation. For computing the value of the constraint 8x [xx  0] we start with an
approximation of the identity term function of x (upper left corner, the intervals
are the second element of each pair contained in the above set of pairs). We
multiply two copies of this term function in D ExtI by applying ExtI() to them
and arrive at an approximation of the term function of xx (upper right corner).
Here one can see the e ect of the dependency problem: Multiplication does not
detect that its arguments are identical, and thus the approximation contains
functions with negative values. Now we apply  to this term function (lower left
corner) and detect that for the boxes [[ 1; 1]] and [[1; 1]] the solution set is
surely true (i.e., the interval [T; T ]), and in [ 1; 1] we do not have information
(i.e., the interval [F; T ]). Now we apply universal quanti cation to this approximate solution set: The result (lower right corner) depends on the value of x on
the whole real line, and we cannot infer any information because of the interval
[F; T ] assigned to the box [[ 1; 1]] of the argument. The situation changes if we
make the approximation of the identity term function of x smaller by bisecting
the box 1; 1 into two pieces with values [ 1; 0] and [0; 1], respectively: Then
multiplication creates the value [0; 1] for both of them, and we can infer that the
the approximate solution set of x [xx  0] contains all real numbers and thus
the whole constraint is true.
More complicated examples show, that the major computational complexity
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Figure 6: Propagation Example

lies in propagating approximate solution sets over quanti ers | these represent
the only mappings where the result does not only depend on one value of each
argument, but on in nitely many values.

8 Related Work
Set theory is one of the oldest methods for dealing with uncertainty, as can
be seen from the ubiquitous formulation \for any a in A". Cantor constructed
the real numbers by sequences of nested intervals [Can70]. Other approaches to
modeling uncertainty in mathematics are, for example, functions from the reals
to sets of reals [AF90]. In contrast to our approach, classical mathematics is
more interested in in nitary notions like limit and continuity, and less in actual
computation with approximate values.
Especially for dealing with uncertainty, set theory has been extended to
fuzzy set theory [Zad65, Zim91]. The area of interval mathematics (see e.g.,
[Kea96, Moo66, Neu90, Sta96]) uses real intervals for dealing with uncertainty.
Examples of other domains, where sets have been used for representing uncertainty, are the complex numbers [Hen71, KU80, Nic80, RL71], nite domains
(constraint programming [Bar, MS98], many-valued logic [Urq86, Bel77]) and
functions [BH98, CR91, KM84].
A large part of our approach is a generalization of interval mathematics, and
a lot of theorems and proofs are straightforward generalizations of corresponding
theorems there. Several other authors also provided generalizations of interval
arithmetic. Apostolatos and Karabatzos [AK80] generalized various basic de nitions and theorems from interval arithmetic to arbitrary sets in a similar way
as in Section 4, and applied their theory to notions such as xed-point iteration.
Other authors provided general algebraic interval structures [Kla76, Klu81], or
developed and applied general theories of rounding in connection with interval
arithmetic [Alb80, KM80, KM81]. The observation that interval arithmetic is
related to 3-valued logic, also appears quite often in the literature (see for example [Jah80]). Similar many-valued logics arise in arti cial intelligence [Bel77].
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In our terminology this is just a construction of an power algebra from the
Booleans.
In computer science similar approaches have been used for modeling nondeterminism in abstract data types [WM97, Hes88, Hus93], where usually multialgebras (i.e., algebras over functions A1      An ! }(A0 )) are used. There
one usually starts from a nondeterministic speci cation and then tries to arrive
at a (often deterministic) implementation. In contrast to that, in our approach
we start from an deterministic (exact) speci cation and then approximate it via
a nondeterministic (approximate) implementation. Furthermore the theory of
power domains has been developed for modeling sets and non-determinism in
functional languages [Plo76, Smy78].
The traditional way of dealing with uncertainty is probability theory, where
probability distributions are used for this purpose. For example [Ber96] and
[KFG+ 99] study the connection of this approach to the set based approach.
The starting point for our work was the work by Hong and Neubacher
[Hon95, HN96, Neu97] on approximate quanti ed constraint solving based on
interval arithmetic. Their work raised a lot of interesting problems, for example: How to transform the input formulas in order to optimize the performance?
Which data-structures to use? How to ensure convergence? Which search strategies to use? These questions were hard to study because of the intricacy of their
algorithms (over 10 pages of pseudo-code). Their work can be viewed as a special instantiation of our framework. Our contribution provides a clear theoretical
basis, and structures their algorithms by abstracting away details that are unnecessary for studying the preceding questions. This already helped in answering
some of them [Rat00c, Rat00b, Rat98] and allowed us to design new and more
eÆcient algorithms based on the gained insight. So our framework seems to be
useful for further considerations there, but also in other areas which deal with
uncertainty (e.g., interval mathematics, many-valued logic).

9 Conclusion
We have shown how approximate quanti ed constraint solving gives rise to uncertainty propagation in a heterogeneous algebra. Since heterogeneous algebras
are ubiquitous in computing, we have developed a general framework for propagating uncertainty in them by introducing the notion of heterogeneous power
algebra. We have studied properties of this notion interesting for approximate
computation and have identi ed the dependency problem as crucial.
The generality of the notion of heterogeneous algebra makes our framework
for approximate computation applicable in various other areas | for example,
interval arithmetic and certain many-valued logics [Bel77, NRSS97] are an instance of the scheme. Also the application to quanti ed constraint solving can
be used over di erent domains than the real numbers.
The application of the resulting method to quanti ed constraint solving yields
an approximation method with various favorable properties: First, it allows us to
process input with inexact constants. Second, we can deal with an undecidable
problem that has extremely high complexity for subproblems. Third, we can
choose approximations that result in simple numerical output. Furthermore the
algorithm is tunable in the sense, that the user can decide upon the trade-o
between precision and eÆciency.
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Based on the work in this paper we have implemented a method for approximate quanti ed constraint solving [Rat00a], that builds on earlier work by Hong,
Neubacher, Stahl and others [HN96, HS94, HNS94]. For this we use special datastructures that allow eÆcient execution of the involved operations [Rat00b]. The
formal framework developed in this paper makes it now possible to further improve the implementation, by allowing the study of questions such as:

{ Which search strategies and heuristics should be used, for example for deciding when and how to improve the approximation of which input set?

{ Which alternative representations could be used for representing sets of so-

lution sets? For example one could try to represent pieces of solution sets by
real polytopes instead of real boxes.
{ How to preprocess the input constraints to improve eÆciency? This includes
transformations for minimizing the dependency problem and propagation
time. One promising approach might be to apply symbolic simpli cations in
the style of [DS97, Wei88].
{ How to do computation if the constraints are built incrementally (e.g., coming from a Constraint Logic Programming [JL87] system). Our method seems
to be very well suited for this.

A Equivalence of Meaning of Constraints
Here we prove the equivalence of the meaning of constraints as expressions in
the algebra D and as logical formulas. For this let us denote the term function in
B
DR
jV j and solution set in D jV j given by the logical meaning of a term or formula
 respectively, by sV (), where V is a superset of the set of free variables of
. Sometimes we drop V and write s() for sV () where V is the set of all
variables occurring in . We assume that the reader is familiar with the exact
formal de nition of sV ().

Theorem 16. For every constraint  in variables V , for d = (d1 ; : : : ; dj j ),
id

id
V

[ ] D ;V (d) = sV ()

Proof. We have to prove that for all (p1 ; : : : ; pj j ) in R j j ,
[ ] D (d)(p1 ; : : : ; pj j ) = s ()(p1 ; : : : ; pj j ):
V

;V

V

V

V

V

We proceed by induction on the structure of formulas.

Base Cases:

{ For any formula x ,
i

[ xi ] D ;V (d)(p1 ; : : : ; pjV j ) = sV (xi )(p1 ; : : : ; pjV j )
By de nition of identity term function, [ xi ] D ;V (d)(p1 ; : : : ; pjV j ) = pi ,
which is equal to the right-hand side of the preceding equation.
{ For any constant c,
[ c] D ;V (d)(p1 ; : : : ; pjV j ) = sV (c)(p1 ; : : : ; pjV j )
Both sides of this equation are equal to the constant denoted by c.
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Induction Steps:

{ For any formula of the form f (1 ; : : : ; k ), where f is
a k -ary logical connective:
[ f (1 ; : : : ; k )]]D ;V (d)(p1 ; : : : ; pjV j ) = sV (f (1 ; : : : ; k ))(p1 ; : : : ; pjV j )

This can be proved as follows:
[ f (1 ; : : : ; k )]]D ;V (d) =
def. of [ ] D
(ID (f ) Æ ([[1 ] D ;V ; : : : ; [ k ] D ;V ))(d) = def. of Æ
ID (f )([[1 ] D ;V (d); : : : ; [ k ] D ;V (d)) = def. of ID
IB (f ) Æ ([[1 ] D ;V (d); : : : ; [ k ] D ;V (d)) = induction hypothesis
IB (f )(sV (1 ); : : : ; sV (k )) =
def. of s
sV (f (1 ; : : : ; k ))
{ For any formula of the form f (1 ; : : : ; k ), where f is a k-ary predicate
or function symbol:
[ f (1 ; : : : ; k )]]D ;V (d)(p1 ; : : : ; pjV j ) = sV (f (1 ; : : : ; k ))(p1 ; : : : ; pjV j )
This can be proved as follows:
[ f (1 ; : : : ; k )]]D ;V (d) =
def. of [ ] D
(ID (f ) Æ ([[1 ] D ;V ; : : : ; [ k ] D ;V ))(d) = def. of Æ
ID (f )([[1 ] D ;V (d); : : : ; [ k ] D ;V (d)) = def. of ID
IR (f ) Æ ([[1 ] D ;V (d); : : : ; [ k ] D ;V (d)) = induction hypothesis
IR (f )(sV (1 ); : : : ; sV (k )) =
def. of s
sV (f (1 ; : : : ; k ))
{ For any formula of the form (8xi ),

[ (8xi )] D ;V (d)(p1 ; : : : ; pjV j ) = sV ((8xi ))(p1 ; : : : ; pjV j )

This can be proved as follows:
[ (8xi )] D ;V (d)(p1 ; : : : ; pjV j ) =
def. of [ ] D
ID (8xi )([[] D ;V (d))(p1 ; : : : ; pjV j ) =
def. of ID
(for all q 2 R ,[[] D ;V (d)(p1 ; : : : ; q; : : : ; pjV j ) = T ) = induction hyp.
(for all q 2 R , sV ()(p1 ; : : : ; q; : : : ; pjV j ) = T ) = def. of s
sV ((8x))(p1 ; : : : ; pjV j )
{ For any formula of the form (9xi ),
[ (9xi )] D ;V (d)(p1 ; : : : ; pjV j ) = sV ((9xi ))(p1 ; : : : ; pjV j )

Proof similar to previous case.

ut
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